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Potential Drop and Ionic Flux in Desalting
Electrodialysis Units
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ABSTRACT. In this paper, the differential equations governing the ionic
flux, current intensity and potential drop for an electrodialysis (ED) unit
are derived in terms of ionic concentration, ionic diffusion coefficient in
both water and membranes, ionic electric transfer numbers and membrane
properties. These equations are solved to obtain the unit potential differ
ence together with the ionic flux of counter and co-ions through the mem
branes. The power required for the unit is obtained by multiplying the po
tential drop by the integral of the current intensity along the flow passage.
The minimum power required is calculated and compared with an approxi
mate analysis for the ED unit at different working conditions. The ratio be
tween minimum power and approximate power ranges from 62-46 percent
at Cfof2000 ppm to 26-19 percent at Cfof 10000 ppm by using compartment
thickness of 0.5-1 mm, respectively.

Introduction

Electrodialysis (ED) is a solute transfer process, i. e. dialysis, through ion exchangers
type of membranes and electric potential difference as the driving force for the solute
transfer process. Such process is rapidly gaining more potential in desalting brackish
waters containing total dissolved solids ranging from 1000 to 10,000 ppmlil . The first
commercial ED system was used, in 1954, by ARAMCO, Saudi Arabial21 to produce
drinking water from brackish wells for oil drilling company use.

The electrodialysis system, Fig. 1, comprises a stack of ion exchange membranes
terminated on each end by a DC electrode. The membranes are arranged alterna
tively of Cation Exchange Membranes, e.g., Nat, Ca++ and Mg++ (CEM), and
Anion Exchange Membranes, e.g., CI-, SO:;-, CO;- (AEM). These membranes are
thin plastic sheets of cross linked organic polymers with ion exchange properties,
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e.g., sulfonated polystyrene-divinyl-benzene polymers. The saline water is intro
duced to the compartments located between each pair of membranes. Whenever a
direct electric current is applied through the electrodes, the ionic constituents are re
moved from the feed stream in one set of alternate compartments (called the dialy
sates) to the other set of alternate compartments (called the concentrates).
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FIG. 1. An electrodialysis unit (schematic drawing).
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Electrical resistance and permselectivity are the two main parameters of impor-
tance in characterizing the ion exchange membranes. Under normal operating con
ditions, the minimum salinity of product water is restricted to 300-500 ppm (TDS)[31
in order to limit the power cost. In seawater applications, however, the membrane
should exhibit an area of resistance of about 20 Ohm-cm2 . The permselectivity for
synthetic ion exchange membranes diminishes with increasing the salinity (concent
ration). Good membranes show a permselectivity over 0.95 in the 0.1 N range, 0.9 in
the 0.5 N range and 0.85 in the 1.0 N range (seawater is normally treated as 0.6 N)[4].

The design of a successful and economical electrodialysis system is affected by a
number of parameters. These include the voltage drop across a pair of membranes
and the electric power consumed in the desalting process. This paper describes, in
detail, an easy to follow, method to derive the voltage drop and power consumption
of an electrodialysis unit.

Governing Equations

In an eJctTodialysis system, ions are transferred under the influence of both the
chemical potential gradient and the electrical potential gradient. The ions flux (rate
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of the transported ions per unit area normal to the transport direction) is related to
the driving force through the following fundamental formulae:

Flux == velocity x concentration

The mobility (u) of an ion is defined as its velocity in the field direction divided by
the field driving force. Substitution gives the flux equation as following,

Flux == mobility x concentration x driving force.

So, the flux J of species i in the x-direction due to chemical potential gradient is

(1)

where J.-t; is the chemical potential of the species i and is given in terms of the activity
ai as following:

J.-ti==J.-t9+RTlnai

where J.L~ is the chemical potential at the reference state. Also the activity ai == 'YiCi'
where "Ii is called the activity coefficient. For the case of dilute solutions, "Ii ~ 1.
Hence,

(2)

comparison with the Fick's law of mass diffusion give the diffusion coefficient Di

equals to ui RT.

The force acting on ions in an electrical field and causes their movement is the elec
tric field intensity (E) defined as follows,

E == dcjJ
- dx

where cjJ is the electrical potential. The electrical potential difference between two
points is the work required to transfer a unit charge between them, thus, the flux due
to electric current is equal to

(3)

where Z; is the valence of the ion, F is the Faraday number (i.e., the elementary
charge multiplied by Avogadro's number N which is the number of molecules per
mole). Hence, the electrical quantities carried by a mole of species i is ZieN ==ZiF.
Then, the combined flux due to the simultaneous diffusional and electrical forces for
one dimensional flow can be expressed as follows,

where D; == ui RT

dC ZC L dc/J)
D; ( dx

l

+ i i RT dx (4)
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Voltage Drop Across an Electrodialysis Unit

In operating the electrodialysis unit, enough electrical potential should be applied
to overcome the ohmic resistance (11K), the potential drop across the membranes,
the dialysate and concentrate compartments drop due to concentration gradients,
potential drop at the electrodes, and the potential drop at the membranes-liquid in
terfaces (Donnan potential). The first step in the analysis is to determine the poten
tial drop across a half cell containing a cation exchange membrane, half dialysate and
half concentrate compartments. Then, the potential drop across an electrodialysis
unit is obtained. The considered half cell is divided as shown in Fig. 2 into five regions
I, II, III, IV and V. For any of these regions, the concentration distribution is as
sumed, and equation (4) is then integrated in order to obtain the potential drop for
that region. Some simplifications are assumed, and justified, in the integration pro
cedure. These are pointed out whenever appropriate.
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FIG. 2. Potential drop in an ED cell.

1. Region (1, V) The Concentrate and Dialysate Compartments

For simplification, a monovalent electrolyte solution, e.g., NaCI, will be consi
dered. Consequently, the condition of electric neutrality is

CkZk + CaZa == 0, ZkCk == IZa I Ca

The electric current intensity through a solution due to electric field is the total
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number of the unit charges passing through a plane. Then, for the simple case of one
electrolyte solution, the electric current intensity will be equal to;

(5)

where the subscripts a and k refer to the anion and cation species, respectively. Sub
stitution of equation (5) in the Nernest-Plank equation (4) gives the relation between
1 and cP by

4.!l? I RT tk dCk ta dCa

dx = - K - F (C
k

dx + C
a

dx )

where K is specific electric conductance and equals to

K= ::T (DkCkZi + DaCa?1)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where tk and ta are the cation and anion transferrence number, respectively, and
equal to

DkZkCk DaZaCa
tk == and ta ==

DkZrCk + Da~Ca DkZ~Ck + Da~Ca

Introducing the condition for eiectric neutrality into equations (7), (8) gives expres
sions for tk, ta' and K as

F
K == RT ZkCk (DkZk + Da I 2(1 I ) ZkCI!'

where

r
A == RT (DkZk + DaZa)

D k -Da
tk == , and ta ==

DkZk + DaZa DkZk + DaZa

thus, tk and ta do not depend on concentration and are considered to have constant
values.

In regions I and V, in Fig. 2, ZkCk == ZaCa and dC/dx == O. The integration of equ
ation (6) within the bulk of flow for one half of the compartment (from center line to
boundary layer region) gives:

cPl - cPo == - I ( b/2 - 8] ) /K1

cP3 - cP2 == -/(b/2 - 82) / K2

For sodium chloride case, C1 == Ca == Ck and Zk == I Za 1== 1, therefore
1 1

K 1 == F C1 (Dk + D a) /RT and

K 2 == F C2 (D k + D a) IRT

(9)

(10)
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(11)

2. Concentration Boundary Layers Regions II, IV

In order to simplify the integration of equation (6) in these concentration bound
ary layers, the concentration is assumed to have a linear relationship with the dis
tance x. This gives;

Ck - Ck ,
____1 X

Ck - Ck , 811 1

Substitution from equation (11) into equation (6) and performing integration yields;

(12)

RT CK

- F (tk -I ta I ) In ( CK~ ) (13)
2

where K), K~, K 2 & K~ are the values of the conductance given by equation (7) at the
concentration CK ' Ck I, Ck ' and Ck I, respectively.

1 1 2 2

3. Membrane-Phase (Region III)

The cation exchange membrane, for example, is permeable to cations and im
permeable to anions due to the existence of fixed negative ions and mobile cations of
concentration higher than those in the solution. At the same time, the solution has
higher concentration of mobile anions than that of the membrane. These concentra
tion differences favour the transportation of some cations from the memb'rane to the
solution and some anions in the reversed direction. The migration of these ions
creates negative charges in the membrane and positive charges in the solution at the
membrane solution interface. Accordingly, concentration discontinuity and electric
potential difference are developed at the liquid membrane interface. Hence, an
equal potential difference (called Donnan potential) is created to drive the cations
back to membrane and the anion back to the solution and, thus, restoring equilib
rium conditions. This is reached when the tendency of the ions to level out the existed
concentration differences is balanced by the action of the Donnan potential. Indeed,
equilibrium is satisfied when the electro-chemical potentials on both sides of the in
terface are equal, for species i at the interface, this gives;

JLi + RT In l'~C~ + ZiF1>~ = JLj + RT In )il C1 + ZiF¢1 (14)

(the superscript bar indicates the membrane phase). Equation (14) is valid for all
ionic species, and for NaCl

EOonnan
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The ratio of the mean activity coefficient in the phase is defined by

37

(15)

,\ = 2~ 'Ya (16)
Yk 'Ya

/The ratio A is considered constant and uniform throughout the membrane phase,
similarly,

RT Ck RT Ca ,

4>2 - cP~ = - Ii In Ck~ F In C2 (17)
2 a2

However, the potential drop in the membrane phase itself is tedious to obtain.
Therefore, only the simple case of monovalent solute, e.g. NaCl, is considered. For
the case of cation exchange membrane of X ion-exchange capacity, the electroneut
rality condition requires that

(18)

where w == 1 for cation exchange membrane and w == - 1 for anion exchange mem
brane. For simplicity, assume a linear relation between the ionic concentration in the
membrane and the distance x across it, for Zk == Za == I, and for a thickness of the
membrane == lk' lead to the following~

- - x - -
Ck == Ckj + I (Ck2 - Ck1 ) (19)

k

The use of equations (18) and (19) in integrating equation (6) gives

RT I 'k~2 - if) 1 == - [ - -=----,.=--
F(Dk + Da) F (Ck2 - Ck \)

(D k + Da) Ck - D~
+ (Dk - Da) ] In 2 (20)

(Dk +Da) Ckj - D7
The use of equations (15), (16) and (18) to relate the concentration in the membrane
and that in the solution gives, e.g., C

kJ
and Ck 1

x + VX2 + 4A2Cl
iC ==

k1 2

and for high capacity membrane (ACk, « X), the value of ([>2 - ~1 is,

RT - - 1 lk
4>2 - 4>1 = - FD [(Dk - Da) + F ,\2 (q. - Cz. )/X ]

k 2 1

(21)

(22)
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The membrane potential, Em' is the sum of !?on~an potential on both sides of the
membrane and the diffusional potential (i.e. 4>2 - 4>1 at f == 0) can be derived for high
capacity membranes (ACk , « X) as follows;

RT Cki
-[In-
F Ck ',

(23)

4. Potential Across a Cell

(24)

C'
In ---1C;

2RT C2C;
+ - (f - I fa I ) In C C'

F k I 2

RT - - C~
+ F ( t a - I t k I)am In C

1

The potential drop across a cell, Ec' is the sum of the potential drop across its half
that contains the cation exchange membrane lobtained by adding Eqs (9), (10), (12),
(13) and (23)] and its other half which contains the anion exchange membrane. Byas
suming similar concentration distribution in the other half cell that contains the
anion exchange, Ec is expressed by;

b - 281 b - 282 281 In CifC1
E ==1[---+----+

c AC1 AC2 A(C; - C,)

282 C2
+ A(C - C') In C' + R km + Ram ]

2 2 2

RT - -
+ F ( t k -I fa I )km

where

A F
- (D kZ k + D a I Za I )
RT

2+ DaZaCa)

The subscript 1m means the logarithmic mean difference, and the subscripts am,
and km denote the anion and cation exchange membrane, respectively, lk and la are
the thickness of the cation and anion exchange membranes, respectively.

5. Power Consumption

The power consumed by a cell, is obtained by multiplying, the potential across the
cell, Ec by the current density passing through an elemental area and then by per
forming integration over the whole cell area, thus,
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A m

Pc == f E c IdA
A=O
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(25)

where Am is the membrane area. It is clear that, the fluid concentration increases
along the concentrate compartment, while decreases along the dialysate compart
ment. Consequently, the current density, which depends on the resistance which is,
in turn, a function of the density, is expected to vary along the flow water path. The
theoretical minimum potential drop occurs at zero ohmic resistance and no concent
ration gradient. The zero ohmic resistance cancels the first term of equation (24) and
the absence of concentration boundary layer gives C1 == C~ and C2 == C~. Hence, equ
ation (24) is reduced and will be;

Ec,min = RJ eik + I t~ I - Ita I - tV In ~~ (26)

where tkand t~ are the transport number of anions through the CEM and the cations
through the AEM, respectively. Ec,min is the potential drop which exists due to the
concentration difference between the dialysate and the concentrate compartments.
The actual potential drop is related to E c,min as following;

(27)

where Ra is the apparent ohmic resistance of the cell, and Imean is the average current
density applied for an electrodialysis stage of n cells. The voltage drop per stage will
be;

Estage n E(

n Ec,min + n Ra lmean

And the minimum power consumed by the cell will be;

A

fm E IdA == Pc minc,mm .
A=O

(28)

(29)

The situation can be simplified by assuming a linear relation between the concentra
tions in the flow compartments and the coordinate y along the path of the water flow.
This coordinate is measured starting from the membrane inlet and along its length to
its full height H (see Fig. 3). The y-concentration relationship is expressed as follow
ing;

(30)

where CF' C1 and Cd' are the concentrations at the inlet, at a distance y and at the
exist of the dialysate compartment. Also CF' C2, and Ch are the concentrations at the
inlet, at a distance y and at the exit of the concentrate compartment. If the dialysate
outlet flow rate from n cells is Md in kg/s, then the quantity of salt removed from one
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M H
---!!. (CF - Cd) == _pTJ J Idy
n 0

(31)

where TJ is the Coloum efficiency. Substitution of equation (26) into equation (29)
and using equations (30) and (31) gives, with 100 percent Coloum efficiency, the fol
lowing expression,

Pmin = 2RT (C
F

_ Cd) [ Cb In Cb + Cd In Cd] (32)
Md n Cb - CF CF CF - Cd CF

where PminIMd is the minimum power required to desalt a unit mass of water from CF

to Cd.

Equation (32) is compared with the approximate analysis for the cell pair poten
tial lS]which can be expressed nondimensionally , as follows:

V== J3t/JI-[(l + J3)ln(l-I) + (1 + ta J3ltk)ln(l-tkIlta)] + 2lnC (33)

Where

V EcF/RT

J3 YD/AtaRT

II [max

1max FDCdl ta D

C CblCd

t/J (b-2S) I S

First term in the RHS of equation (33) represents the resistive losses, second term
is the polarization losses and the third term accounts for the useful work done against
the membrane potentials. Using the model shown in Fig. 3 and assume one dimen
sional flow, a mass conservation for the dilute stream yields the following expression,

dy == (FbUd I I) dCd

== (b U
d

ta 8/ DCd ) dCd
(34)

Equations (33) and (34) give the changes of the flow and power in relation to the feed
and product conditions. Consider the case of NaCl feed solution to the ED unit, such
changes are shown in Fig. 4 to 7. Here, the product water salinity is fixed at 500 ppm
and the equivalent conductance of the solution is equal to 109 cm2/0hm.gm.equ.,
while the boundary layer thickness is assumed constant and equals to 0.05 mm.
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FIG. J. Schematic ED unit for minimum power consumption derivation.

Discussion

Figure 4 shows the polarization ratio changes along the stack length for a compart
ment thickness of 1 mm with flow velocities ranging from 10 to 30 cm/s. The gradient
of the polarization ratio along the flow passage is reduced by increasing the flow vel
ocity. However, higher flow velocities are associated with longer stacks.
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FIG. 4. Effect of dilute velocity on polarization ratio.

The variations in the concentration ratio along the stack length for different flow
velocities are shown in Fig. 5. At a fixed position from the entrance section, the con
centration ratio is reduced by increasing the flow velocity.
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FIG. 5. Effect of dilute velocity on concentration distribution.
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The effect of changing the compartment thickness on the concentration ratio along
the flow channel is as shown in Fig. 6. With a flow velocity of 10 cmls, increasing the
compartment thickness will increase the stack length and the concentration ratio gra
dient is reduced by increasing the compartment thickness.

80
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Cd • 500 PPm

40
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Eqs. (33) and ( 34)
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FIG. 6. Effect of compartment thickness on concentralion distribution.

Figure 7 demonstrates the influence of changing the compartment thickness on the
polarization ratio along the flow direction. Here, the thinner the compartment the
steeper the polarization distribution.

A comparison for the power required to produce one unit mass of the product is
shown in Fig. 8. It also demonstrates the effect of changing the compartment thick
ness on the power required based on equations (33) & (34) using a feed salinity of
2000-10000 ppm NaCl. The figure shows that power increases as the compartment
thickness increases. Besides, the minimum to the approximate power ratio varies
from 62-46 percent at Cf of 2000 ppm to 26-19 percent at Crof 10000 ppm by using a
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FIG. 7. Effect of Compartment Thickness on Polarization Ratio.

compartment thickness of 0.5-1 mm, respectively. It should be noticed that the
power calculated using the approximate analysis is about 20 percent of the reported
actual power consumption l1 .61 .

However, equations (33) & (34) do not account for practical losses such as elec
trode losses, concentrate compartment losses, ohmic losses in the membrane, ...
etc., which may account for the difference between practical and approximate
analysis.

Conclusion

The present article presents an easy to follow procedure for analysing ED systems.
It also provides a simple method of estimate, by hand calculations, the minimum
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energy required to operate an electrodialysis unit. l'he ratio between the mInimum
power required and that based on the approximate analysis ranges from 62-46 per
cent for feed of 2000 ppm to 26-19 percent for feed of 10000 ppm by varying the com
partment thickness 0.5-'1 mm for each case, respectively,

Nomenclature

a activity
A membrane area
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b compartment thickness
C concentration
Di diffusion coefficient
E potential drop
F Faraday's contant

polarization ratio
I current intensity
J flux
K electric conductance
I membrane thickness
M d desalted output
n number of cells
p power required
R gas constant
t transport number
T absolute temperature
U flow velocity
u ion mobility
V dimensionless potential drop
X ion exchange capacity
x coordinate across cell thickness
y coordinate along stack length
Z ion valence

Subscripts

a anions
b brine
c cell pair
d desalted
df diffusion
e electrical
f feed
k cations
m mean
min minimum

Greek letters
cP electrical potential
p. chemical potential
l' activity coefficient
A equivalent conductance
8 boundary layer thickness
A ratio of mean activity coefficient
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